Our Revolution Endorses Lori Hawkins

Earlier this week, Our Revolution announced its endorsement of Lori Hawkins in Wisconsin's 21st State Senate District. Our Revolution chose to endorse Lori because of her dedication to fighting for social justice and her platform of bold, progressive ideas for Wisconsin.

Since the 2016 election, Lori has worked alongside Our Wisconsin Revolution (OWR), the state affiliate of Our Revolution, to advocate for environmental protection, immigration rights, and voter education. For the past seven years, Wisconsinites have had to endure massive cuts to our public schools, skyrocketing healthcare costs, and a war on workers' rights. Voters in Wisconsin are tired of the conservative agenda coming from politicians in Madison. That is why Lori is offering an alternative. As State Senator, Lori will reinvest in public education, work to expand affordable healthcare, and raise wages so that working families can make ends meet.

"It is a heartfelt honor to be the first candidate in Wisconsin to be nationally endorsed by Our Revolution," said Hawkins, "As a chapter affiliate co-leader of OWR, this designation moves me beyond measure and motivates me even more to serve the people of the 21st Senate District."
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